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PREFACE

T

he 30 days state-wide Illavattam Campaign (12th July to 12th August) reached out to
over 5 lakh young people in 26 districts before culminating in a three day carnival in
Chennai. Using innovative communication strategies the carnival brought together the
key elements of education and information to convey meaningful messages to youth.
Recognizing the importance of addressing the increase in the incidence of HIV among
young people making it imperative to motivate them to adopt sustainable behavior;
given their vulnerability to HIV and their impulsive and risk taking behavior.
The Illavattam campaign focused on cautioning them against various life threatening
pitfalls including HIV while demonstrating that there is great fun and fulfilment in
store for them if they adopt safe, nurturing and life enhancing practices.
To maximize the impact of the campaign sports and cultural events were adapted to
the local milieu to ensure that it resonated in the hearts and minds of young people.
Rural youth, for instance, were reached out through traditional games and art competitions.
This worked in many ways Thousands walked into the carnival, networked with peers,
interacted and debated on issues, celebrated their talent in the sporting and cultural
arena, spoke their mind and build spontaneous alliances and association.
During the 3 day carnival in Chennai over 2, 00,000 registered themselves as participants and an impressive 1, 00,000 volunteered to regularly donate blood. The campaign
also provided an opportunity to launch 500 Red Ribbon clubs. This is in addition to
the more than the 1000 Red Ribbon clubs that are already functioning in schools and
colleges across the State. The groundswell for the campaign was indeed huge.
All this was possible because of the unstinting support the government departments
and educational institutions extended to the campaign.
On behalf of TANSACS, I would like to thank the National AIDS Control Society,
Departments of the Government of Tamil Nadu, District Administration, District
AIDS Prevention and Control Units, Red Ribbon Clubs, NGO partners, positive networks and Community Based Organisations for their support.
We are confident that this campaign has contributed much-needed awareness about
HIV among youth and that it will also help in reducing the stigma associated to HIV.

Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar I.A.S,

Project Director, Tamil Nadu State AIDS Control Society.

YOUTH CARNIVAL 2010
INTRODUCTION

To bring about a greater understanding of the roles
and responsibilities of youth in promoting a healthier
society

Given the urgent need to motivate and mobilize young
people to lead the fight against HIV/AIDS, TANSACS
(Tamil Nadu State AIDS Control Society) organized
Illavattam-2010, a month- long youth carnival, that was
undoubtedly the first of its kind in India. Tamil Nadu has
11.98 million youth in the 19-25 age group so the focus of
this state -level initiative, a trendsetter in many ways, was
to reach out to school, college and out of school youth and
provide them with platforms and dedicated sports and cultural programmes that would enable them to learn, think,
discuss and express their views on
issues concerning HIV and youth.

To provide platforms for young people to voice opinions, exchange ideas and learn from others' experiences so as to improve their sexual and reproductive
health and knowledge about HIV/AIDS
To develop a forum for youth to interact, learn, celebrate and plan for the future

TARGET AUDIENCE
18-25 group both male and female
(unmarried)

As Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar, I.A.S,
Project Director, TANSACS,
explained, "This is a carnival by the
youth and for the youth; one that will
provide youth with a unique opportunity to express themselves in many
ways. They can come together, learn
about HIV and exhibit their skills and
talents in various competitions".

College going youth including
those in polytechnics, IITs, arts, science, engineering, medical, para
medical and teachers training courses
Out of school youth including those
associated with Nehru Yuva
Kendras, Arivoli Iyakkam, village
youth clubs, SHGs etc.

According to TANSACS-CMIS- ICTC
data for 2009, about 2.46% of males
and 3.11% of females in this population are HIV positive. Recent studies
have also found that a high 73 % have
misconceptions about modes of HIV
transmission largely because of poor
access to correct information, gender
imbalances, societal norms and economic dependence.

PLANNING THE
ILLAVATTAM: STATE AND
DISTRICT LEVEL
ACTIVITIES
Given the scale and magnitude of this
initiative - sports and cultural events
in all 32 districts followed by a grand
three day finale in the state capitalTANSACS held several meetings at
the state and district- level, between
July 1st 2010 and the inaugural function in Chennai, to work out the
details and ensure it is a success.

OBJECTIVES
Since young people remain at the centre of the epidemic in terms of both
vulnerability and their ability to change their lifestyles and
behavior; the objective of this mega initiative was multifold:

It was decided at the onset that the Illavattam would be
used as a platform to disseminate messages on HIV, health,
career guidance and other related issues in a comprehensive way. And that it would be done in partnerships with
various development departments, educational institutions,
social service organizations, corporates, civil service organizations, training institutions and other related institutions.

To make youth celebrate life without HIV
To provide a platform for youth to think, discuss and
make presentations in the media on issues concerning HIV and youth
To disseminate information on HIV to the entire State
through youth

It was further decided that since the initiative aimed at
reaching out to young people across the State, sports and
cultural events would also be conducted at the district and

To create visibility for Red Ribbon Clubs (RRC) in the
State
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university level for college going and out of school youth.
Approximately 212 participants would represent each district and the winners estimated at 6880 would go on to participate in the sports and cultural events that would be held
between 10th and 12th August 2010 during a grand finale
at the Jawaharlal Nehru Indoor and Outdoor Stadium in
Chennai. In all an estimated 1, 50,000 college students and
out of school youth were expected to participate in the carnival.

DISTRICT-LEVEL ACTIVITIES
The sports events at the district-level will include track
events, games and field events. Track events will include
100, 200, 400, 800 and 5000 meter races and 4x100 meters
and 4x400 meter relays. Games will include kabaddi (men
& women), volley ball (men & women), basket ball (men &
women) and foot ball and hockey for men. Field events will
include long jump, high jump, shot put and discus throw.

Any bonafide school or college student or out of school
youth is eligible to participate in these competitions and the
winners will compete with the winners from various universities on the third day of the carnival. One winner from
each university will participate in the State- level competition and winners will be given shields, certificates and
other prizes.
Simultaneously, a host of other activities (see box) will be
held as part of the carnival in the Jawaharlal Nehru indoor
and outdoor stadiums in Chennai.

EXHIBITIONS AND CAREER GUIDANCE
Exhibitions on HIV/AIDS
Red Ribbon Clubs
Blood donation
ICTC
Exhibition by positive networks
Interactive traditional games
Exhibition by book publishers
Bank educational loan - guidance
Handicrafts promotion
Exhibitions by colleges and institutions
Exhibitions by sponsors
108
Health department exhibition
Career guidance
Counseling center

Similarly, cultural competitions will be held at the university level in solo dance, theme dance, oratory, drawing, street
play and mimicry. One winner from each university will
then go on to participate in the State -level competition and
winners will be given shields, certificates and other prizes.

STATE-LEVEL ACTIVITIES
Open cultural competitions will also be held on the first
two days of the three-day carnival in Chennai. This will
include individual events in solo dance, oratory, drawing,
mimicry, rangoli, T-shirt designing, fashion show and
Gana, a musical style that has its origins in the fishermen
community. And group events in theme dance, street theatre, Ad zap, western dance, western music, folk song, variety entertainment and light music.
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all the districts during the campaign.

Photo display / exhibition covering
personal hygiene, family planning, reproductive
health, etc.,
Sales counters
Video screening centers - youth theatre

11. TAI organized the film festival involving students
belonging to the Department of Visual
Communication, Loyola College.
12. Universities provided support for arranging the cultural competitions in the districts

OTHER PARALLEL ACTIVITIES

OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

Display in giant screen
Youth corner for conducting cultural programmes,
speeches by youth, and other promotional activities
Audio display
Banner display
Signature campaign
Scratch card to win prizes
Distribution of IEC at the entrance counter

1. ICWO conducted the Gana contest for college students during the carnival at Chennai
2. Loyola college conducted the film, scrip writing and
photography contest among youth belonging to the
Department of Visual Communication
3. MLJ Media conducted the traditional music contest
among college students
4. All Government departments at the state and district level provided their support for conducting the
events.

ROLE OF PARTNERS
As was decided at the onset; a host of partnerships were
forged with various development departments, educational
institutions, social service organizations, corporates, civil
service organizations, training institutions and other related institutions. And each was entrusted with facilitating
various processes during the campaign. They included (in
alphabetical order):
1. APAC provided personnel support for the event
2. BBC World Service Trust provided technical support during the three day event.
3. CAPACS provided accommodation for the participants during the three day event in Chennai
4. CFAR partnered with the media to highlight the
carnival at the district level through media briefings
and documented the campaign and the various
strategies and processed used throughout the campaign
5. DAPCU's organized the district level and university
level programmes

CREATIVE DESIGNING WORKSHOP

6. All District level Networks managing the DIC of
TANSACS put up stalls during the three day event
and produced documentary films.

In the run-up to carnival TANSACS organized a workshop
for 63 students belonging to the Department of Visual
Communication of 7 colleges in Chennai on 7th July 2010,.
The aim was to involve the youth and motivating them to
come up with creative designs for poster and the banners
for the Illavattam carnival.

7. HEROES Project: Garnered celebrity messages and
facilitated arrangements for celebrities who participated in the campaign
8. NACO, UNICEF and CDC provided technical and
financial support for the campaign.

Project Director Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar, I.A.S, oriented
the youth about the carnival and the need for creative
artists to develop banners and posters that could be put up
to attract youth and motivate them to be part of the
Illavattam carnival. The students were also taken to the
State Information Centre so that they get an idea of the

9. PSI conducted traditional games in the villages and
provided cultural teams to create awareness in villages in 10 high prevalent districts of Tamil Nadu.
10. Sports Development Authority of Tamil Nadu provided support in conducting the sports activities in
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of joy and good cheer. For some it was just an outing, a day
away from tedious classes. For others, who had come to
participate in sports and cultural competitions, it was the
anticipation of possible victory, of going home with an
award. But everywhere there were reminders, just in case
one forgets, that Illavattam-2010 was not just about fun and
games. It was also about the role each one of them had to
play in the battle against HIV/AIDS.

kind of materials they were expected to produce. At the
end of the day the students presented their output to the
rest of the group. The best designs were selected for use
during the carnival.

COMMUNICATION TRAINING
WORKSHOP FOR YOUTH
A day long workshop was organized during the first week
of August by TANSACS to train 50 students from various
colleges to manage the stage and compere the various
events during the carnival.

At the entrance to the stadium there were gigantic red ribbons crafted out of red balloons. There were also banners
calling out to everyone to, "Make Tamil Nadu a HIV-free
State" and posters with messages from youth icons like
Thiru. Kamal Hassan, Thiru. Madhavan, Thiru. Shrikanth,
Thiru. Karthi and Thiru. Parthiban

The Project Director, Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar, I.A.S, inaugurated the training which provided participants with
information on the basics of HIV, the background of the
carnival and tips on communication and stage management. Mock sessions were also held during the training to
test their ability to handle the events and effectively communicate information on HIV/AIDS. The participants were
then given the option of choosing the events they want to
handle and entrusted with the roles and responsibilities
they would be handling during the carnival.

MESSAGES LIKE
Thiru. Parthiban
"These are the 4 ways in which HIV transmits from one
person to the other. Therefore it's necessary to be safe and
careful. Convey this message to others. Only then can we
celebrate our lives".
Thiru. Shrikanth
"Let's learn to say 'No'. The reason for HIV vulnerability is
because youth lack the capacity to handle peer pressure.
Let's be strong and boldly say 'No'. Protect yourselves from
HIV and celebrate life".
Thiru. Siddarth
"It is important to use condoms in the right manner every
time. Condoms help in preventing HIV, STIs and unwanted
pregnancies. Let's act without any hesitation. Let's protect
ourselves from HIV".
Alongside there were posters that listed the benefits of taking ART and the link between HIV and TB,
Inside the stadium over 40,000 young people were on hand
for the gala inaugural which commenced with a march
past by student representatives from each of the 32 districts
in the State. Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar, I.A.S then welcomed
the guests and participants.

CHENNAI- ILLAVATTAM CARNIVAL
10TH TO 12TH AUGUST 2010:
INAUGURAL FUNCTION

In his address, the Minster for Health and Family Welfare,
Government of Tamil Nadu, Thiru. M.R K. Paneer Selvam
said: "This youth carnival is the first such programme in
India. In today's context it is necessary for youth to know
about HIV as studies have shown that new infections in the
State are among youth in the 15-25 years age group. Let us
make Tamil Nadu an HIV free state by 2012.

On the morning of 10th August 2010 groups of young people and long, orderly lines of school children could be seen
vending their way to the Nehru Stadium in Chennai for the
inaugural of the grand finale of Illavattam-2010. At the stadium there was a palpable air of excitement and a feeling

Thiru. V.K. Subburaj, I.A.S Principal Health Secretary,
said: "This carnival has been organized with a view to cre-
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around 1.5 lakh youth through this event. Moreover, since
30% of the population is youth 8, 60,000 students are being
reached through Red Ribbon Clubs in 1,800 colleges and
schools. 940 lecturers have also been sensitized through
DIETS and 500 Red Ribbon clubs will be inaugurated on
the final day of the carnival. As a result of such initiatives
the prevalence rate has come down from 1.3% to 0.26%".
He also said that similar awareness campaigns would be
held every year but the themes will change".

ate HIV/AIDS awareness among the youth in Tamil Nadu
and to use them as ambassadors to create awareness.
People living with HIV can live up to 15 to 20 years with
ART and proper nutrition".

Also present were the Health secretary, CAPACS PD Tmt.
Jothi Nirmala I.A.S and Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar, PD,
TANSACS.

SPORTS AND CULTURAL EVENTS
Over the next three days a medley of sports and cultural
activities took place from 8 am to 6pm, both within and
outside the spacious grounds of the two stadiums. There
were performances by cultural teams of the PSI balancing
tall Kaaragattam on their heads accompanied by Silambar
players who juggled long rods. And dancers from the
Badagar community in the Nilgiris with their distinctive
Mayor, Thiru. Subramaniam noted that, "15 years back an
HIV positive person would die within 3 to 4 years. Now a
PLHA can live 15-20 years thanks to medical advancements
and socio-economic developments. Because of this the
prevalence rate in Tamil Nadu, which was among the high
prevalence states, has decreased from 0.85% in 1995-96 to
0.25%".
Chennai AIDS Prevention and Control Society Project
Director, Ms. Jothi Nirmala, I.A.S said, "TANSACS Project
Director has declared this programme a success even
before the conclusion of the 3-day event in Chennai. This
shows the confidence the PD has in the programme."
This was followed by the lighting of the lamp and a torch
relay by those participating in the sports events. Doves
were then released to indicate the end of the inaugural and
the commencement of the carnival.

headgear and white garments. As they went around the
stadiums dancing to the beating of their drums the mood
became infectious and many of those watching them could
be seen swaying along with them.

Earlier, the audience was treated to a colorful and joyous
cultural programme by the PSI (Population Services
International) cultural team.

PSI: REACHING OUT TO RURAL YOUTH
THROUGH TRADITIONAL GAMES

PRESS BRIEFING

Thiru. Kaleeswaran, PSI Community Coordinator: In the
old days prospective groom had to prove their strength by
lifting the Illavattakal. PSI which was mandated to reach
out to rural and out of school youth in remote areas is
using these traditional games as tools for creating awareness on HIV. In the villages we also played
"Valukkumaram" in which a person has to climb a coconut

Following the formal inauguration, the Health and Family
Welfare Minister, Thiru. M.R.K. Paneer Selvam, told the
Media that, "TANSACS has been undertaking various campaigns and Illavattam was one such campaign to reach out
to the youth who are getting infected by HIV due to lack of
awareness. Over 35,000 students have assembled here
today and by the end of the three days we expect to touch
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self. I think such programmes are useful because increasingly it is the youth that is being impacted by this disease.
So it is important for all young people to get this information. This sort of information should also be taken to all
schools and colleges".

tree that has been greased. Often those who attempt it get
support from friends who will give them a leg up. The
message here is if the route is wrong don't take it and don't
give in to peer pressure".
PSI was also mandated to do a mid media campaign in the
10 high prevalence districts in the run up to Illavattam2010. Thiru. Kaleeswaran who was given the responsibility
to conduct the campaign said that for starters five cultural
centres were selected in these 10 high prevalence districts
along with five cultural art forms. Two teams were then
selected from each of these centers and given four days of
training. They then went out and did 20 shows of 20 minutes in each high prevalence district for five days.

Gayathri: "Ten of us have come here and we now feel motivated to do something about HIV. When we go back we are
planning to organize programmes and share information
on HIV with others in our college".

VOICES OF PRIZE WINNERS OF CULTURAL COMPETITIONS
Vivek Saravanan and Thangal Saravanan, Presidency
College, Chennai, winners of the first prize in the Gana
competition: "We used this competition to show our talents
and also use it for a cause. The tune we used is that of a
popular film song. So it caught got the attention of the
youth and received a lot of applause. Though we have
done a lot of lyrics for Gana songs that speak about lost
love and the life we live, writing a song on HIV was a totally different experience. Our song was on how HIV can
destroy the development of the nation and why it is important for youngsters to join the fight against HIV and defeat
it before it destroys everyone."

FOLK SONG COMPETITION
Mukil, from Barathiyar University which won the second
prize and a cash award of Rs.20, 000: "We being in Nilgiris
Winners were given certificates and also invited to come to
Chennai. Since no travel allowance was given only 60 have
managed to come for this event.

CULTURAL COMPETITIONS
While some of the cultural events were conducted in the
indoor stadium others like the hugely popular Gana competition was conducted on a makeshift stage under the tall
trees in the compound surrounding the stadium. The
organizers had thoughtfully placed clusters of chairs and
groups of students could be seen enjoying the songs which
were based on the themes of: youth living a life without
HIV, blood donation and removing stigma and discrimination against people living with HIV/AIDS.

VOICES
One such group comprised of students from KNGA
College, Thanjavur

don't have any exposure to folk songs so we did a lot of
research by going through the net".

Anu Mamja: "I knew only the very basics about HIV
before I came here. Now I know how one can protect one-

Ms. Saranya, a final year BBA student, who had written the
award-winning lyrics: "This song is about a mother who
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asks her son, "Did I bring you up to lose you to HIV?". I
composed it a year back and it won a prize in a competition. Recently I composed a second stanza in which a person talks to the mother and the son about the services that
are available today for those living with HIV".

tion and 30 of them were shortlisted for final selection.

FESTIVAL OF FILMS

Thiru. Somesh, Coimbatore Network of Positive people:
"Ten people from the network were selected and given a
crash course on film making by TANSACS. We were then
divided into 2 teams of 5 persons. We made 2 films of 3
minute duration--"Naveena theendamai" on discrimination
and "Enthira Vaazhkai" (Mechanical life)- that were well
received."

VOICES FROM AMONG THE AUDIENCE
AT THE FILM FESTIVAL

For film buffs there was a festival of films appropriately
titled Point of View organized by TAI (Tamil Nadu AIDS
Initiative) in partnership with Tamil Nadu State AIDS

Thiru. Arjun, Vaishnav College: "Most of the movies spoke
about HIV prevention and how to be safe and prevent HIV.
But these 2 movies "Naveena theendamai" and "Enthira
Vaazhkai" spoke about the lives of HIV positive people and
the need for caring for humanity, a trait that is getting lost
within us."
MLJ: Promoting the revival of traditional forms of music
and instruments
Thiru. Amalanjerome, Secretary/coordinator MLJ:
"We decided to organize a competition for Illavattam- 2010
in which college students were invited to compose lyrics
Control Society and Loyola College, Chennai. The festival
comprised of three sections: Films that had been produced
by the transgender community. Well know international
films like "Yesterday", "My brother Nikhil", and "Brokeback
Mountain." As well as one minute films produced by students of the departments of visual communication in various colleges specifically for Illavattam-2010.
Ms. Shilpa, from TAI, explained that six members of the TG
community - Chandru, Karthik Priya, Malvika, Rajkumari
and herself- had undergone training in photography,
videography and speech before they produced the films for
TANSACS and that the response to the films had been
beyond their expectations. "After the film "Maunam" on the
life of sex workers was screened people asked if sex workers really faced such problems and said that they were not
aware of the lives they lead and the problems they face.
Many said they couldn't believe it could be so bad".

and use traditional instruments. More than 154 entries
came in. Most had written the lyrics but were not adapt
with the instruments. Finally 16 teams were called to perform at the American College in Madurai. Of them 10
teams using instruments like the Nagaswaram, Thappu -a
skin instrument, Maylam etc were selected for the final. We
encouraged them and helped them to get practice. The
response they got from the audiences here was unbelievable. They even got huge praise from the playback singers
who came to judge the finals.

Workshops were similarly held for visual communication
students who wanted to take part in the short film competition. Shilpa and other TAI staffers oriented them on the
issues and concerns of HIV and vulnerable communities
and shared their own experiences. More than 150 students
participated in the four workshops that were held - two in
Chennai and one each in Coimbatore and Madurai.
Consequent to that 90 films were entered for the competi-
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about the routes of transmission and that it does not come
by speaking, eating or sitting near a positive person. Some
of them asked how they could identify a person with HIV.
When we told them we were also positive, they were very
surprised".

STALLS
There were also a number of stalls that had been put up by
NGOs, Positive People's Networks, SHGS, banks and even
the recruitment branches of the Army and Navy. Nandini,
Sanmarga Kriya Technique and Meditation school had a
stall as did some Ex- students of Loyola College who were
selling T-shirts and Marialaya Community College which
was doing brisk business selling jute items like bags and
purses made by run -away girls who receive vocational
training at the college. The mobile blood bank from the

Thiru. K.Natarajan, Syndvidhya, affiliated to Syndicate
Bank
"So far 30-40 students have asked for information on opening of accounts and some 4-5 medical students asked for
loans. We are here to encourage young people to open
accounts and think of their future. I think it is good to have
such programmes because this is better way of giving them
information than through lectures. Also good to see people
giving blood and getting themselves registered as donors".

VOICES OF CULTURAL PERFORMERS ON
THEIR EXPERIENCES IN THE DISTRICTS
Mr. Nagoor : "In some places youngsters came to us and
asked us whether we had condoms because we were carrying the condom boxes with us, What was also interesting
was that some people came to us and thanked us for bringing back the traditional games and introducing the youngsters who have now shifted to cricket and football. There
were many women in the villages who were lifted the
Illavattakal and posed a challenge to young men. This also
Government General Hospital was also on hand for those
who wanted to register themselves as donors or donate
blood. On the first day there were 54 donors.

VOICES
Thiru. Albert, IEC, TANSACS stall: "Lot of students came
and picked up pamphlets. None of them asked any questions. We have four stalls here and between us we distributed about 15,000 pamphlets yesterday".
Tmt. Rebecca, Indian Community Welfare Organization:
"We have been doing condom demonstrations and the
response has been very good. People from different fields
have come. When they observe the condom demonstration
and glance through the pamphlets the information reaches
them very quickly. When students come we do demos and
give them all the information they ask for because it is so
important to build awareness. Yesterday more than a 1000
people came here. Some also took condoms".

gave elders in the community an opportunity to ridicule
young men who were not able to lift it and say that it is
because they are drinking, smoking and chewing tobacco
that their lungs are affected and they don't have the
strength to carry the stone. I think some youngsters who
had bad habits realized the importance of having a healthy
body after seeing lean and puny people lifting the stone.
Something they were not able to do."

Tmt. Beulah Rani, Positive People's Welfare Society
Kanyakumari
"Yesterday lot of college students wanted to know how
HIV spreads and how it does not spread. We told them
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media. Therefore the media, especially the local media, has
a very important role as most of the organizations and people are in the rural areas where the local media is widely
read and highly respected.

OTHER VOICES
Students from SIET College who had come to volunteer
Samreem: We think this is a good way of creating awareness, everyone must know about it and not feel shy to talk
about it. We only knew that it was a dangerous disease.
Here we got an opportunity to learn more about it. That it
can come through sharing of needles but not through
touching or eating with a person a positive person".

"Moreover, despite all the advancement that has been made
we in the 21st century we still carry ideas which have no
scientific validity and are unacceptable in civil society
because they discriminate against people and violate the
basic rights guaranteed by the Constitution. And this is
being done even by educated people. Quacks are also
advertizing cures for HIV though there has been a lot of
improvement in care and support services. What we
require is a powerful media that will highlight such issues.
A vibrant discussion followed on what should be done and
how it could be taken forward. It touched on:
The need for media to lead the campaign against HIV.
The hesitation among positive people to come forward
because of discrimination on the job front and from the
medical fraternity.
The need to have follow ups on reports concerning
positive people to see if the person is being discriminated against on any front.
Sensitization of senior editors so that the reports filed
by reporters were not altered to sensationalize the issue
and grab eyeballs.

Tabassum: "We have picked up pamphlets to give to our
parents and relatives. This is an issue that they should
know about. I told my mother I was coming here but not
my father. After seeing all this I would love to talk to my
father tell him it HIV is not as bad as it seems".
Symposium: "Face to face with the media"
Senior journalists from the national and state-level print
and electronic media and representatives of positive networks, sex workers and transgender came together on the
morning of 12th August 2010 for a symposium on - the
media's role in highlighting concerns about HIV/AIDS. The
symposium, which was held at the Nehru Stadium as part
of Illavattam- 2010 was organized by TANSACS in partnership with CFAR and TAI.
Initiating the discussion, Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar, PD,
TANSACS said, "The issue here is that after 25 years of
working with the disease we are still no-where. I still get
reports stating that there are on an average 50-60 new
infection, in the districts though the overall infections have
come down. This means proper planning is required with
more importance given to prevention. Now we have
worked out the necessary strategies and they have to be
taken to the community and the best route is through the

The need to provide media and administrative support
to the Legal AID clinics. It would go a long way in
dealing with issues of discrimination.
The importance of having sex education in schools.
Increasing the scope for interactions between the community and the general public.
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munity and advancement of the programme

Ensuring that the Illavattam- 2010 campaign is not a
one- off initiative by finding ways to take it forward so
that people continue to talk about it after the event.

Earlier, Thiru Kallolikar inaugurated an exhibition of 11
panels of sample news reports on HIV/AIDS and vulnerable communities over five years in four states. The topics
the panels covered included: combating stigma and discrimination, the scaling up of services, youth as agents of
change, blood donation and blood safety as well as human
interest stories and reports that went beyond the programme.

Members of the TG community praised the media saying,
that they had received government support and a public
presence because of media support and the constant highlighting of their achievements.

THE PRINCIPLE RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT EMERGED FROM THE THREE HOUR

CONCLUDING CEREMONY

SYMPOSIUM WERE
Over 50,000 youngsters were on hand for the concluding
ceremony of the three day Illavattam -2010 carnival. There
was music, there was dance, there were celebrities like film
actor Surya and there were a host of VIPs including Union
Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Thiru.
Gandhi Selvan, Thiru. M.R.K Paneer Selvam, Tamil Nadu's
Minister for Health and Family Welfare, Mayor. Thiru. M.
Subramaniam, Health Secretary Thiru. V.K.Subburaj I.A.S.,
and Project Director, TANSACS, Thiru. Shambu Kallolikar
I.A.S. More than 2000 students from 16 universities participated in the cultural programme.

Constitute a state-level Media forum, consisting of senior and experienced journalists to mentor young journalists and professionals
The media should go beyond reporting on incidents of
stigma and discrimination and services, create awareness on policy and programme framework that guides
HIV response and act as a watchdog body.
The media should report sensitively on communities
that are affected and vulnerable to HIV. The media
should desist from being sensational and voyeuristic
and be guided by rights-based principles

Actor Surya read the oath along with Thiru. Paneer Selvam
and it was repeated by everyone present. It read: "In order
to bring an end to HIV, it is necessary to speak about HIV
and create awareness among others. Youngsters in addition
to voluntarily donating blood should create an environment that does not stigmatize people living with HIV. I will
create awareness on HIV and I will prevent new infections
and I will never discriminate against those who are infect-

The media must help to normalize HIV/AIDS and
reduces stigma against People living with HIV and
other vulnerable communities.
The communities affected by the epidemic must interact and engage with the media and harness the support
of the media for the greater empowerment of the com-
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Thiru. Pongalur N Palanichamy, while inaugurating the
sports activities said:"This event is the first of its kind in the
country. Its aim is to reach out a large number of youth and
give them an opportunity to exhibit their talents through
sports and cultural events and also become aware about
HIV. Youth should play a vital role in HIV prevention".

ed but support people living with HIV"
The Minister also launched 500 Red Ribbon Clubs across
the State. This is in addition to the over 1000 Red Ribbon
Clubs that are already functioning in educational institutions and providing life skill education and basic information on HIV/AIDS to young people.

Thiru Gandhi Selvan, Union Minister of State for Health
and Family Welfare, who also addressed the gathering
said: "HIV has had a huge impact on today's youth so it is
necessary for youth to be aware of the problem. They must
protect themselves and also spread the message and create
awareness in remote areas. It is the duty of every young
person in our State to carry HIV information to other youth
and the rural population."

Actor Surya said: "There is urgent need for youngsters to
play a key role in HIV prevention and breaking the silence
by using every opportunity to talk about HIV to others".

The inauguration of the cultural component of Illavattam2010 in Coimbatore was held in Bharathiar University.
More than 3000 students from 84 colleges in Erode, the
Nilgiris, Coimbatore and Tirupur districts took part in the
programme which was held in 5 different halls in the university campus.
The competition events included solo dance, group dance,
drawing, speech, street play and mimicry. The two day
programme concluded with a prize distribution function.

DISTRICT LEVEL ACTIVITIES
COIMBATORE
Coimbatore took the lead and was the first to inaugurate
district level activities with a function at the Nehru
Stadium on 12th July 2010. It was inaugurated by Thiru.
Pongalur N. Palanichamy, Tamil Nadu's, Minister for Rural
Industries and Animal Husbandry. The entire focus of the
event was on creating awareness about HIV/AIDS among
college and out of school youth.
More than 12,000 students from various school and colleges
were present at the tastefully decorated venue which was
covered with posters and hoardings

VOICES OF YOUTH

The function began with an invocation -Tamil Thai
Vazhthu. This was followed by the lighting of a lamp, the
hoisting of the national flag and Illavattam flag, the release
of pigeons, the lighting of a torch, the bursting of balloons
and a march past by the students of Avinashilingam
College, RRC members and NCC students from various
colleges.

Thiru. Chandru Krishnan, 2nd Year MSW, Shri Krishna
Arts and Science College: "Such events in the district are
very important for carrying messages on HIV to youth. It
will also help students to open up with each other and
address various myths associated with HIV. I feel this event
has been a success because there are a lot of college stu-
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dents who are enquiring about how they can join an RRC".

DHARMAPURI

Ms. Sindhu, 2nd Year BBA Shri Krishna Arts and Science
College: "I was a shy person who never opened up and
talked to anyone. Being part of the Red Ribbon Club has
helped me to come out of my shyness, and openly speak
about HIV to others. I have motivated two of my friends to
become part of the Red Ribbon Club"

Dharamapuri kicked off the Illavattam-2010 initiative with
an inaugural sports event at the Sports Club Stadium on
the morning of 22nd July 2010. More than 10,000 students
participated in the programme including Red Ribbon Club
members from 15 colleges, students from arts, engineering,
science, polytechnic, para medical, nursing colleges and out
of school youth.

Students of Avinashilingam Home Science College,
Coimbatore organized a grand cultural function as part of
Illavattam-2010 with competitions in solo dance, group
dance, skits, drawing, painting and oratory. The main
theme of these competitions was HIV/AIDS. About 480 stu-

The programme commenced with the inauguration of a
stall by the District Collector, Tmt. Amudha .IA.S, Thiru.
Mullaiventhan MLA, Thiru. Velusamy MLA and Thiru.
Ananthakumar Raja, Municipal Council Chairman. There
were more than 30 stalls at the inaugural venue that had
been put up by NGOs, the Health Department, the Forest
Department, SHGs and DRDA. There was also a huge
banner at the venue the banner on which visitors could
affix their signatures and comments. The Collector wrote,
"Vazhga Vazhamudan" while Mullaiventhan MLA wrote,"
Illavattam Nalamudan Iruka Vazhthukkal ", and Velusamy
MLA wrote "To form a HIV free Society". The Municipal
Chairman wrote "AIDS Free Nation".
At the stall of the positive network there were positive
people wearing banners that read:
1. I am HIV positive can you see any differences in
me?
2. Then why is stigma and discrimination against us?
3. Please avoid stigma and discrimination

dents from Avinashilingam Engineering, Home Science,
Education and community colleges took part in the competitions and over 1500 students came as spectators to the
event.
Dr. Mohamed Ali, District Programme Manager
Coimbatore, who was the chief guest spoke of how,
"Women are playing a very important role in today's society. They are coming forward in each and every field and
they have a big role to play in creating awareness on
HIV/AIDS. It is only through the younger generation that
we can bring about awareness and make India HIV free in
the future."
Ms. Shalini, Avinashilingam, University Arts & Science student: "This is one of the best ways of bringing about awareness among the student, because after attending this event I
came to know more about the HIV. I have taken a pledge to
not discriminate against people living with HIV/AIDS".

The fact that positive persons were coming out in the open
with their status displayed the level of confidence among
them. Many of them also posed for photograph with the
District Collector and other guests. Some SHGs displayed
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The inaugural function began at 10 am with the hoisting of
the national flag and a special Illavattam flag by the District
Collector. This was followed by a march past by over 500
students belonging to various colleges including
Gandhigram University, Mother Theresa University, MVM
Government Arts College.

the products produced by their members while NGOs used
different methods to convey information on HIV such as
question boxes, counseling, theme games like picking balls,
astrology etc. Some also had separate rooms where they
screened films. A number of students visited the stalls and
asked questions on HIV and related issues. They also visited the blood donation stalls and registered their names.

The District Collector, Thiru. Vallalar I.A.S. said: "It is good
to see so much excitement and enthusiasm among youth.
The district administration had signed a MoU with CMC
College where we are training teachers to provide counselling for adolescents. According to psychology, adolescence is an age when there is a tendency of risk taking
behaviour. So it is an age where there is high vulnerability.
The district administration is committed to creating awareness among the public.Youth should be careful and choose
the right path. They should contribute towards a healthy
society".

This was followed by the inauguration of the sports events
at which more than 15,000 people were present. There programme began with a march past by students and the

The Collector then read an oath which was repeated by
everyone present. The oath that was taken was: "I will treat
HIV positive people equally and not discriminate against
them. I will provide them care and affection. I will lead a
moral life. I will spread this message to the public and create a HIV free youth generation".

VOICES OF YOUTH
handing over of a torch by sports persons. The District
Collector lit the torch and inaugurated the sports event.
In her address the District Collector, Tmt. Amudha I.A.S.
said: "Only through awareness programmes can the
spread of HIV be controlled. Today the incidence of HIV
infection is more among youth because of high risk behavior among them. Today's youth are tomorrow's nation.
Youth have to take on the responsibility of leading healthy
lives and controlling the HIV epidemic. HIV was not the
concern of only the medical department, NGOs,
Government and those living with HIV. It is a social issue
and everyone had a stake in the issue. The inaugural programme was followed by a cultural programme by college
students.

DINDIGUL
In Dindigul over 5000 students from various colleges were
present at the District Sports Stadium on the morning of
27th July 2010 for the inauguration function. Several stalls
had also been put up at the venue on HIV by various
NGOs like Meera Foundation, the Dindigul HIV Positive
Network, the Family Planning Association of India and
other TANSACS supported NGOs.

Ms. Zosa, Volunteer from Switzerland: "I have come from
Switzerland to work in Arulagam hospice as a volunteer. It
is good that such efforts are being made to control the
spread of HIV. In our country talking about HIV or sex is
not taboo. Parents talk to their children, and teachers speak
to their students. But here there is a lot of hesitation to talk
about HIV. I think that should change. It is necessary for
youngsters who are vulnerable to HIV to be aware about
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HIV. Only then they can protect themselves. At the same
time it is necessary for women to be able to be to make
their own decisions and develop not just financially but be
empowered on the whole".

HIV/AIDS among the youth, so that they can take the
information to other people. It is also important for students to take part in cultural and sports event like this in
addition to other curricular activities".

Members of the BCA Women Basket Ball team from NPR
College, Natham
Ms. Kasturi, 2nd year BCA,"As far as information on HIV
is concerned women in rural areas prefer to know from TV
and FM than talking to each other."

The speech was followed by the hoisting of the national
flag and the Illavattam flag and a march past by students
from various colleges in the district. There was also a mini
marathon of 1800 meters organized by DAPCU with support from NGOs, the RRC, Rural Development
Organization and Udhagamandallam Social Service
Society. It was meant for members of SHGs and more than
450 women in the age group of 20 to 35 years took part in
it.

Ms. Chitra Devi, 1st Year BA English, "We talk about cinema, sports and other things but we feel shy to talk about
issues like HIV or sex with our friends or even our family
members. I came to know about HIV through some of the
programmes that were organized by the Red Ribbon Club
in our college. If I speak about this in my home my mother
will thrash me"

The function concluded with a cultural programme in
which students from Breeks School formed a huge Red
Ribbon on the stadium grounds. The grand finale was the
performance of the traditional Nilgiris Badaga dance. This
prompted many in the audience - college students, ICTC
counselors, NGO staff, tribal girls and others to go on to
the grounds and join the dance.

VOICES
Ms. Saravanan, 2nd year English Literature, Government
College, Ooty; "This is a wonderful event and a good
attempt to create awareness about HIV/AIDS among the
youth. Before this I did not know about AIDS, but after I
joining the RRC I have learnt many things about it. Now I
use my learnings to create awareness about HIV /AIDS
among rural people. Some of my friends don't know how
HIV/AIDS spreads. I intend to teach them and make them
more aware about this issue".

Ms. Raja Priya, 1st Year BA: "The skit that was performed
by students today showed how lack of awareness is still
there in rural areas and how people living with HIV are
discriminated against because of a lack of right information. I intend to share the information I learn today with at
least 2 people who don't know about it".

NILGIRIS
The inaugural function of Illavattam-2010 took place in the
HADP (Hill Area Development Programme) Open
Auditorium on 27th July 2010. More than 3000 students
from various colleges and school were present.
Speaking at the function the District Collector Tmt.
Archana Patnaik, I.A.S. said: "We should take care of
HIV/AIDS patients and not avoid them. Youth should also
know more about HIV/AIDS and they should be aware of
it. The main purpose of this event is to create awareness on

Ms. Amutha, SHG member, Ooty "We were very happy to
run this mini marathon. In front of these young people we
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only motivate youngsters to donate blood but also create
opportunities for them to interact with people living with
HIV and the transgender community so that they can
understand their issues and concerns. In Salem District
there are over 40 Red Ribbon Clubs with a membership of
over 4000 students."

feel young like them. These are the right persons to spread
awareness in society. They are the citizens of tomorrow, pillars of our India. So definitely our India will become an
HIV/AIDS free country in the future"

SALEM

Earlier, as part of this initiative a special face to face interaction was organized to enable students belonging to various
colleges in Salem to raise questions about the community.
Ms. Saranya and Ms. Sathya from the TAI Vizhudhugal a
Community Based Organization that is working for the
welfare of the transgender community responded to the
students questions and also shared their concerns. During
the interaction the students asked various questions which
included: Who is a transgender? Are they now being
accepted by their families and society? What are the problems being faced by transgender in society?
Consequent to this interaction, TANSACS and the district
administration jointly organized a "Press Meet" at the
DDHS Conference Hall, on 13th July, 2010.

Salem district organized a host of activities to celebrate
Illavattam-2010 ranging from a cricket match between
PLHA and media representatives to an interaction between
transgenders and the student community.
Interactions between transgender and students
District Collector Thiru Chandra Kumar I.A.S., inaugurated
the sports competition between the transgender community and college youth on 5th August 2010. Over 40 college
students from AVS, Sri Saratha, Vaishya, Jeyaram and Sona
College participated in this unique sports meet which was
organized by DAPCU in partnership with TAI
Vizhudhygal at the DDHS Meeting Hall,in Nattamai
Kalagam. More than 30 transgender community members
also participated in the various competitions which included chess, tug of war and caroms which tested both the
physical as well as the mental skills of the youth and the
transgender community.

Among the many suggestions made at the meeting one
was that a cricket match should be organized between
media personnel and people living with HIV/AIDS. It was
felt that this would help to promote a better understanding
about PLHA and reduce myths and misconceptions
towards the infection and PLHA. Thiru. Rajasekaran, New
Indian Express and Thiru. Thangaraj, Dinamani, opined
that publishing the best writings about PLHA lives would
also help to reduce the stigma and discrimination against
them. Thiru. Sakthivel, Kalaignar TV, suggested that the,
"General public should be reached out to through cultural
events that they could participate in and contribute to. And
the media could extend its support by publicizing the
events and this campaign." The meeting decided that such

Expressing his appreciation for this initiative, Thiru.
Chandra Kumar said: "Today's youngsters are tomorrow's
society. Such efforts will help in changing the stereotype
mindset of society towards vulnerable communities and at
the same time boost the morale of the transgender community"
Dr. Nirmalson Deputy Director for Health Services said: "In
order to help youngsters understand the issue of HIV
through peer education TANSACS has initiated Red
Ribbon Clubs in educational institutions. These clubs not
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programmes would be conducted before 30th July 2010, in
the district.

appearance and that they can lead a normal healthy life
like anybody else"

The cricket match, a first of its kind initiative, organized by
DAPCU in partnership with the local media was held at
the CSI Polytechnic Ground on 6th August 2010. Over 1000
students watched the match which was inaugurated by the
District Collector Thiru. Chandra Kumar.

The formal inauguration function of Illavattam-2010 was
held in the auditorium, in Sona Information and
Technology College on 15th July 2010. The programme
commenced with Tamil Thai Vazhthu and the hoisting of
the national flag by the Mayor Tmt. Rekha Priyadarshini
and the Illavattam-2010 flag by Thiru. N.D.J.V. Prathap
Kumar, District Sports Officer. The PSI team then performed Thappattam and national players and members of
RRC of various colleges took part in a march past. This was
followed by the lighting of the torch by national players
and the taking of an oath by the teams that would participate in the sports events.

In his address the District Collector said: "A high level of
stigma exists around people living with HIV. This initiative
taken by the media representatives will help in breaking
those myths associated with HIV and pave the way for the

More than 2500 youth from various schools and colleges
participated in the sports events which included races,
relays, shot put and discus throw. On the cultural side
there were street plays, skits and dances. Five cultural
teams of PSI meanwhile visited 105 villages in and around
the district to distribute IEC materials, disseminate information about the available services, conduct traditional
games and give certificates to the winners.
Twenty different stalls on HIV and other health issues were
put in the venue to provide information on STI/ HIV and
TB to students. A variety of condoms were also on display
and a question box was placed to clarify their doubts. A
mobile clinic was also on hand to provide HIV counselling
and testing services.

media to ensure that it carries the right messages pertaining to HIV to the public. It will also help in changing the
attitude of the general population towards people living
with HIV while motivating people living with HIV to come
out and access services and lead a long and healthy life"
Speaking about this effort, Dr. Arunachalam, District
Programme Manager, DAPCU said: "The level of discrimination that exists towards people living with HIV and vulnerable communities is usually due to a lack of right information and exposure. Such efforts will help them to have a
better understanding of people living with HIV and reduce
the stigma faced by them."
What made the teams in this 12 -over match unique was
that they had both PLHA and media representatives. This
was done to put forward the message that those who were
playing against the discrimination of people living with
HIV really meant it.

As part of the various efforts that had been undertaken by
youth to popularize the carnival among youngsters a blood
donation camp was organized by Sona College. Over 70
units of blood were collected. Meanwhile, members of the
Red Ribbon Clubs from 50 educational institutions in

One of the students who had come to watch this match
said "They told me that HIV positive people were playing
in this cricket match. But we were not able to tell who
among the players was HIV positive. I realized now that
we cannot tell a HIV positive person by their physical
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Salem participated in a signature campaign. Over 10,000
members signed the banner to show their support for the
youth carnival.

In his address the District collector Thiru. U. Sagayam said:
"This youth carnival is by the youth and for the youth. This
carnival has provided youth with a lot of opportunities to
exhibit their skills and they must utilize them. Salem is a
high prevalence district and many people from neighbouring districts are coming to Salem to access services. Youth
must take on the responsibility of creating HIV awareness
in the district.
Thiru. Gandhi Selvam, Union Minister for Health and
Family Welfare said: "HIV is one of the biggest challenges
faced by the world today and youth are vulnerable because
of their risk taking behaviour. TANSACS is organizing this
youth carnival to create awareness among youth on HIV
and related issues."

VOICES
Ms. Chitra, II year Computer Science, CSI Polytechnic:
"Girls normally hesitate to attend HIV related programs. I
came here with my friends to attend the sports event. But I

Dr. Sasikala, District Programme Manager said, "DAPCU is
coordinating HIV related programmes at the district level.
In Namakkal there are 41 Red Ribbon Clubs with over 4500
members. These clubs are imparting Life Skill Education
and creating awareness on the basics of HIV, handling peer
pressure and voluntary blood donation."

ERODE
In Erode district the inaugural function was organized in
the VOC Park Grounds on the morning of July 31, 2010.
also visited the stalls and picked up pamphlets on HIV and
TB which I will share with my friends".
Thiru. Arumugam, RRC manager and Project Officer, CSI
Polytechnic: "Our college was the first to inaugurate a RRC
in Salem. We have nearly 100 members who have been
taught the 'Celebrating life' curriculum. Apart from designing the training curriculum for TANSACS, we organized a
signature campaign in our campus during the Red Ribbon
Express campaign with anti-stigma messages. A one-day
cricket match with 20- over's was also organized between
people living with HIV/AIDS and CSI Polytechnic faculty.
Dr. Arunachalam, District Program Manager, DAPCU
"The Dillu Dura and Red Ribbon Express campaigns
helped to reach the general population. But this carnival is
reaching out to youth through sports and cultural programmes. Even rural youth and out of school youth are
being encouraged to be part of this carnival through traditional games. The need of the hour is to target the youth
population."

In his address the District Collector, Thiru. Sudalikannan,
I.A.S., spoke of how, "The community of youth when it
completes college education and reaching adulthood
should be aware of how to lead a healthy life. Society has a
stake in creating this awareness which is why the government was organizing such programmes. To lead a health
life youth should participate in such programmes and play
a role to building a healthy society".

NAMAKKAL
In Namakkal, a two day sports event was inaugurated at
the KSR College campus, Tiruchangodu on the morning of
31st July 2010.
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Nearly 1500 students participated in the various sports
competitions that were then conducted. The trophy for
'Best March past" was won by Lady Doak College.

Thiru Sudalikannan then distributed the prizes for the cultural and sports events
The positive networks, TANSACS supported organizations
and other NGOs had put up stalls at the venue which were
visited by all those who had come for the function.

Dr. Thangapandian, District Program Manager,DAPCU
said, "We have involved, over 300 differently abled youth,
who have come to be part of this Illavattam carnival. This
will give them an opportunity to exhibit their skills in
sports and also to show their support for the cause".

MADURAI

Several NGOs had set up stalls at the venue where volunteers were on hand to answer the questions of visitors on
HIV/AIDS using flip charts, pamphlets etc.

TIRUNELVELI
Anna Stadium, Palayamkottai, was the venue of the inaugural function that was held in Thirunelveli, on the morning of 4th August 2010. It was hosted by the District Sports
Officer Thiru. Xavier Jyothi Sargunam.
The programme commenced with the lighting of a lamp by
the Chief Guest, Thiru. Avudaiappan, Hon. Speaker, Tamil
Nadu Legislative Assembly. This was followed with a
march past by college students. Also present on the dais
were: the Tamil Nadu Minister for Sports and Youth
Welfare, Thiru. T.P.M. Moideen Khan, Dr. Meeran Moideen,
In Madurai, the three day function, which was held at the
Parade Grounds on 30th July 2010, was inaugurated with
the lighting of a lamp the District Collector, Thiru. C.
Kamaraj, I.A.S. This was followed with a march past by the
students of various colleges to the accompaniment of the
Police Band. They were joined by several others including a
group of differently-abled persons led by Thiru. Ranjith, a
differently-able international player who has won many
gold medals for India.
Speaking on the occasion the Thiru. Kamaraj I.A.S. said:
"This Illavattam has shown us that lifestyles are changing
and HIV/AIDS is spreading. Therefore it is important for us
to create awareness among youth through this function on
how dangerous behaviour leads to HIV. The main objective
of these competitions is to make youth aware of HIV/AIDS
so that they can lead an HIV/AIDS free life,

Deputy Director of Health Services, and Dr. Narayana
Sreenivasan, District Programme Manager DAPCU.

Earlier, Thiru. K.S.K. Rajendran welcomed the dignitaries
and spoke of how AIDS was, "A dreadful disease that was
spreading and it is essential to have functions like this that
will help us to keep out bodies healthy and safe. Our
ancestors lived healthy lives and were free of diseases like
AIDS. We need to follow in their footsteps and keep ourselves free of HIV. We should all work towards eradicating
this dreadful disease in India and in Tamil Nadu".

In his address, Thiru Avudaiappan said: "This Illavattam is
being primarily celebrated to inculcate discipline among
youth. When I was walking around the stadium I saw hundreds of students running and walking in the grounds.
This is a good thing. I reiterate that if we lead good, disciplined lives we can achieve anything in this world".
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The inaugural function was followed by a cultural programme by college students and sports events including
athletics and games like foot ball, hockey, volley ball, basket ball and Kabbadi. More than 2000 thousand students
took part in the inaugural function.

He then released a dove to signal the commencement of the
sports events. He also visited the stalls that were put up by
the NGOS to create awareness about HIV among visitors.
Prior to the inauguration a day long training workshop
was held for Red Ribbon Club Coordinators. It is conducted by the Indian Red Cross Society and the Indian Medical
Association to give Life Skills Education and HIV orientation to the teachers. A short film was also shown. Nearly
300 members from Thirunelveli, Cheranmadevi and
Thenkasi areas participated in the workshop. The training
was conducted by Chockalingam and Saravanan.

TRICHY

THIRUPOOR
In Thirupoor the Illavattam inauguration ceremony was
held at TEA Public School on the morning of 30th July
2010. The District Collector, Thiru. Samayamoorthy I.A.S
who was the chief guest, inaugurated the function by hosting the national flag. The students of various colleges in the
district did a march past after which the District Collector
lit the torch that was then carried around the grounds by
the students.

In Trichy the district level sports activities that are being
conducted as part of the Illavattam , youth carnival was
inaugurated on 26th July 2010 by the State Transport
Minister, Thiru. K.N. Nehru, at Kalaingar Arangam. Also
present were Thiru. N. Selvaraj. State Forest Minister,
Thiru. C.A. Raman, District Revenue Officer, officials from
the health and sports departments and university representatives.
In his address, Thiru. K.N. Nehru said: "The Government
is providing funds to control and prevent HIV among
youth. Youth should come forward to access the right information and protect themselves from new infections. This
carnival was launched exclusively for young people.
Therefore they must take part in this programme and
access the information that is being provided".
During the programme, the State Minister disbursed
stipends to Children Living with HIV under the Tamil
Nadu Trust for Orphan and Vulnerable Children Scheme.
This year Rs. 1, 43,000 has been provided for 51 Children
those who are infected or affected by HIV/AIDS.

In his address the Collector said: "The main purpose of this
youth carnival is to promote sports and cultural among the
youth and to motivate them to create awareness about
HIV/AIDS among others. But for this to happen youngsters
must first know about this HIV/AIDS and how it impacts
the immune system of the human body. Today a large
number of new infections are found to be among youngsters so we have to create awareness among them. What is
also important is that if we come to know that a person is
infected by HIV we should not discriminate them. We have
to show love and care for them".

PUDUKOTTAI
"Illavattam 2010 was inaugurated in Pudukottai district on
26th July 2010. More than 4,700 youth from various colleges actively participated in the events.
The function started with the invocation "Tamil Thai
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Rajendran, I.A.S. then inaugurated the sports event by
kicking a football. He also watched and cheered on those
who were taking part in the football and volleyball matches. Later he visited the stalls put up in the outdoor stadium
and encouraged the students to visit the stalls.

Vazhthu" and the lighting of a lamp by the chief guest,
Thiru. S.S.Kumar Project Officer, District Rural
Development Authority. This was followed by a flag hoisting ceremony and march past by students. A tree, dedicated to the youth in Pudukottai District was also planted to
mark the event.

In his address, District Collector Mr. Rajendran, I.A.S. said:
"Vellore district has reduced the percentage of infection
from 2.1% to 1%. Awareness has also reduced the fear of
infection among men and women and the acceptance of
people living with HIV/AIDS
has improved. Issues related to
stigma and discrimination are
being addressed and support
for women and children has
improved. Illavattam- 2010 will
be the talk of the town like the
earlier Pulli Raja, Thilluthurai
and Red Ribbon Express campaigns".

In her welcome address, Dr. M. Poongothai. District
Programme Manager, DAPCU said: "Today's youth are
more vulnerable to HIV infection due to a lack of awareness about the infection.
TANSACS has planned this
state level youth carnival to
create awareness among youth
in districts and rural areas
through programmes that will
interest them like sports, cultural and traditional games.
Youth should make use of this
opportunity to participate in
the events and educate their
community on HIV".

Dr. K.S.T. Suresh, Deputy
Director of Health Services
said: "Studies have found that
only 22% of girls are aware of
contraceptive pills, only 55% of
youth have knowledge about
HIV and premarital sex has
increased in rural areas. But
usage of condom is only 5%.
These statistics shows that
youth has to be educated on
HIV. Organizing such programmes will help to enlighten
youth and educate and
empower them".

Meanwhile, the Deputy
Director of Tuberculosis Dr. S.
Chandrasekaran, quoted statistics of HIV/TB prevalence in
Pudukottai district and said:
"People infected with TB are
more vulnerable to the infection and everyone should be
aware of how to prevent both
TB and HIV".
Mr. Raja Mohamed, Secretary,
Indian Red Cross Society,
Pudukottai said: "This carnival
has brought students and the
general population together to
observe the events and also
become aware of the infection. This is a good initiative in
this era of youth".

VOICES
Thiru. Mohammed Sakhi, former Member of Parliament:
"This is a youth for youth programme and every youth
assembled here should be part of the sports and cultural
events and also carry the message on HIV to people in
remote areas, youth who could not participate in this event
and to their families. Youth are faster in creating awareness
on HIV and should be role models for others by being
healthy in body and mind".

VELLORE
A larger crowd of youth from schools and colleges and
members of the general public were present at the Nethaji
Stadium, in Vellore, on the morning of 20th July 2010 for
the inauguration of Illavattam-2010. This included more
than 2000 youngsters who participated in the cultural and
sports events.

Thiru. D. S. Anbu, I.P.S. District Superintendent of Police:
"Premarital sex is more in rural areas. Once infected the
person is infected forever. So provide care and support for
the infected and prevent yourself from infection. Be aware
of how HIV spreads and what precautions need to be
taken. TANSACS created awareness on HIV for our staff

The function started off with a bang with the PSI cultural
team presenting Thappattam to welcome the crowd following the Tamil Thai Vazhthu. The District Collector, Thiru.
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Dr. Rathina Raj, Joint Director of Health Services, then
explained that the main objectives of the district level cultural and sports events was to disseminate HIV/AIDS information among different youth groups by involving them in
events that was to their liking.

(police officials).This training helped us to deal with
immoral trafficking of women. We created awareness and
sent them to rehabilitation homes. It is vital for every youth
to be aware of the infection".

VOICES FROM THE PROGRAMME

Dr. V.K. Shanmugam, I.A.S., District Collector, also spoke
of the need for HIV/AIDS awareness among youth. He
said: "Though information on HIV/AIDS is being regularly
disseminated the impact
of the disease is being felt
even more in society due
to lack of awareness,
Programmes of this kind
will help our youth to
gain awareness on
HIV/AIDS and protect
themselves from it".

Thiru. K. Mathimaran, District Sports Officer: "We are covering 20 blocks in and around Vellore District in co-ordination with arts and science colleges, engineering colleges,
teacher training institutes,
polytechnics and Nehru
Yuvak Kendras. We as
sports person are concerned
about physical fitness and
orient students on how to
prevent various infections,
one of which is HIV.
Organizing such events further motivates youth to participate, educate and spread
the message to their peers."

Thiru. K.K.S.S.R.
Ramachandran, Minister
for Backward Class
Welfare and Handloom
said: "This is a marvelous
effort by the Tamil Nadu
government. What makes
it remarkable is that
instead of giving a
straight message it is
involving youth in sports
and cultural events and
thereby spreading messages on HIV among
them. I request the youth
to participate in the
events, learn more about
HIV, take the message to
their peers, family and
society and create a HIV

VIRUDHUNAGAR
"Illavattam 2010" was inaugurated on 22nd July 2010
by the District Collector, Dr.
V. K. Shanmugam, I.A.S.
Thiru. K.K.S.S.R.
Ramachandran, and Thiru.
Thangam Thenarasu,
Minister for School
Education who inaugurated
the sports events.
The programme commenced with the hoisting of
the national flag by Thiru.
K.K.S.S.R. Ramachandran,
Minister for Backward Class Welfare and Handloom and
the Illavattam flag by Thiru. Thangam Thenarasu, Minister
for School Education. This was followed by a well organized march past by the students of 15 colleges in
Virudhunagar district. The Collector then released pigeons
to mark the event and the Virudhunagar People Living
with HIV/AIDS Network organized a signature campaign
in which everyone present participated.

free society.
"Virudhunagar district is excelling in all fields and has been
in the fore front in education for more than 25 years, it.
Likewise, Virudhunagar district should take the lead in
eradicating HIV. We will give you all support in your
efforts to create a HIV free nation".
The inauguration concluded with a cultural programme by
the college students.

Thiru. Ramachandran then lit the torch which was received
by the students of Kumara Nadar College to mark the commencement of the sports events. An oath was then taken by
the college students in which they promised to create a
HIV free world.
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of the colleges in Trichy, I came to know about the Red
Ribbon clubs and how the youth are taking the lead in creating awareness among their peers. This was a new experience for me"

VOICES FROM THE MEDIA
Thiru. Rafi Ahmed, New Indian Express, Coimbatore:
"As part of the Illavattam carnival I attended the workshop
where the transgender community shared the nuances of
film making with students belonging to the department of
visual communication of various colleges. This was a new
experience for the youth. This workshop also helped in
changing the attitude of young people towards the transgender community. Such programmes should be replicated
in other districts also."

Thiru. Krishnaswamy, New Indian Express, Madurai:
"The initiative taken by the differently -abled youth to join
this carnival and create awareness about HIV among the
public was interesting. This stressed on the fact once again
that unless there is a collaborative effort from all sections of
the society, HIV cannot be
brought under control"

Thiru. Jayaprakash, Dinamani, Trichy:
"My experience at
Somarasampettai village is something I
would like to share. I
was personally impacted
by the traditional games
and the level of participation and enthusiasm
shown by villagers was
interesting, My report
reflected this experience."

Thiru. Prabhakaran,
Dinakaran, Salem:
"This carnival has
helped the youth in
rural as well as urban
areas to become
aware about HIV. It
has also given them
an opportunity to
learn about various
other aspects such
as blood donation,
testing and the
services that are
available. This is
vital because it
will help both the current
and future generation."

Thiru. Ganesan, Dinakaran,
Dindigul: "I feel the Illavattam
campaign has effectively
reached out to the youth
because sports and cultural
competitions are things the
youngsters today are very interested in. Using this opportunity to educate them about the
danger of HIV is important. I personally saw students
reaching out to the various stalls put up in the venue. I
hope this will help in creating a HIV free society."

Thiru. Rajkumar, Suryan FM, Coimbatore: "The traditional games organized in the village, brought back old memories. It was also able to spread the message among youth to
be serious about the life and stay away from HIV"
Thiru. Shakthi, Dinamalar,Thirupoor: "It is important that
the youth are aware about HIV and it is equally important
to make sure that they do not get misguided and lose their
lives by taking the wrong path. The participation of the
youth itself is an indicator that youth are serious about a
few things and HIV is one of them"

Thiru. Saravanan, Dinakaran, Madurai: "Campaigns at
this level usually require a lot of coordination between various departments and organizations. Such campaigns will
not only reach the youth but also inform the public about
HIV. There were a lot of banners and posters announcing
this campaign. It was as grand as the Red Ribbon Express
campaign."

Thiru. Rajasekar, New Indian Express, Salem: "I covered
the interaction that was organized in Salem involving college students and transgender community. Questions on
what the young people felt about the community were
raised during the interaction which helped in getting a better understanding of each other. This was a memorable
experience for me as many questions that were asked during the interaction represented the questions the public
have on TGs".

Thiru. Solomon, Radio City, Coimbatore: " It was good to
see so many youth at the inauguration. I feel it is very
important that today's young people get the right information as far as HIV/AIDS is concerned. I hope that events
like these will help them in taking informed decisions and
choosing a safe path in their life"
Mr. Saravana Kumar, Vikatan group, Trichy: "I usually do
the College campus section and the reports are generally
about fun and entertainment. This time when I visited one

Thiru. Pradeepan, Dinamalar, Nilgiris: "I was surprised to
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emerged for the campaign including the print and electronic media.

see the level of participation of women from the Self Help
Groups. I feel it will be easier to create awareness about
HIV among rural women through these groups. I did a
special report focusing on the mini marathon involving
over 400 women".

Over 120 journalists from the print and the electronic
media were reached out to through 5 special press briefings that were organised in Madurai, Namakkal, Tirunelveli,
Trichy and Salem. These briefings helped the media to prepare for the campaign and support it. The media in fact
supported not just the inauguration function but also the
various activities that were taking place around the campaign

Thiru. Daniel Raj, Deccan Chronicle, Coimbatore:
"Today's youngsters are tomorrow's generation therefore it
is necessary to target them now for a better tomorrow.
When I spoke to some of the students who had turned up
for the carnival they said that they were able to learn things
about HIV beyond just the modes of transmission of the
virus"

"Participating in Illavattam, a sacred opportunity" was a 4
column article that appeared
on page 3 of the New Indian
Express, Madurai by Senior
Reporter Mr.
Krishnaswamy. It highlighted the efforts made by
differently abled people
who also participated in
large numbers during the
Madurai Illavattam
launch. The article
focused on two differently abled people
who felt that even
they could contribute
in creating awareness
on HIV among the
public

Thiru. Michael Collins, New Indian Express, Trichy:
"Illavattam- 2010 went well and will no
doubt bring about a
marked change in the
behavior of young people who came for it.
Especially the college
youth who came to get
information about
HIV/AIDS".
Thiru. Gurusamy, Akash
TV, Namakkal: "Estimates
reveal that Namakkal is still a
high prevalence district for
HIV in Tamil Nadu. So, a campaign like this is necessary to
create awareness and prevent
people from getting infected.
This is the first time we are having a programme to reach the youth on such a large scale.
Such campaigns should be conducted at least once a year"

A three column article titled, "The role of Nilgiris
youth in Illavattam," by reporter Pradeepan, in
Dinamalar, covered the mini marathon which was part of
the Illavattam campaign. What made the marathon special
is that members of self help groups participated in it. The
article used this time peg to write about the role being
played by Self help Groups in carrying messages on HIV to
women in rural areas.

Thiru. Sathyaraj, New Indian Express, Tirunelveli: "A
campaign on HIV is being done in the district after a long
time. It is nice to see that they have used a strategy that
would attract the youth".

An article that appeared in Dinamani, Madurai titled
"Folk Competition in Madurai" spoke about the competitions that were held as part of the Illavattam campaign to
motivate youth participation at the carnival

Thiru. Jeyaseelan, Suryan FM, Madurai: "We have done a
lot of youth and HIV related programmes in our Ooru
sutralam Vaanga programme. Illavattam has a lot of things
that was interesting for those who were present at the venues. But there was equally interesting information that
could be shared with our listeners. We used this programme to inform everyone that today's youth are unlike
those who are projected in movies"

"Stress on gender equality wins city art student a state
award" was an article that appeared in the New Indian
Express, Coimbatore on page 1 by Senior Reporter Mr.
Rafi Ahmed. The article spoke about the winner of the photography competition that was held in Chennai as part of
Illavattam Carnival. It also spoke about the need for treating transgender equally and as part of the society.

SUPPORT FROM THE MEDIA
The Illavattam campaign received tremendous support
from journalists across the state. A total of 362 articles

An article titled, "Trekking through rural pockets with a
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Radiocity, Coimbatore: The workshop where the transgender community provided training for students of Visual
Communication on filming was highlighted by the FM
radio. The FM also made members of the transgender community and TANSACS officials to share about this unique
effort.

message" by Ms. Olivia Shilpa Gerald, appeared in the
Hindu, Trichy edition. It highlighted the efforts of the cultural teams in carrying the message on HIV to the rural
population.
An article titled "Illavattam Kodikattum" appeared in
Dinamani Kathir, a supplement of Dinamani by Mr.
Jayaprakash from Trichy. This article captured the importance of efforts made to reach out to the rural population
through traditional games and street plays in order to create awareness on HIV. It also appreciated the efforts taken
by the state to reach out to those who need information.

All India Radio: All India Radio provided continuous support for all the press briefings and programmes that were
organised as part of the carnival. It also highlighted the
cultural competitions that were held at the district level.
All India Radio, Namakkal provided a half hour slot
where district officials spoke about Illavattam and why it
was organised.

"Healthy interaction between students and TGs" was an
article that appeared in the New Indian Express by Senior
Reporter G. Rajasekaran. It highlighted the interaction that
took place between college students and the transgender
community as part of the Illavattam carnival and how this
interaction had led to a better understanding of each other.

Suryan FM, Coimbatore: The FM team from Coimbatore
went to a village called Malayandipatnam in Coimbatore,
where the cultural team was performing. Many people
including villagers, women, participants and young adults
shared their views about the performance that was done in
their village.

ELECTRONIC MEDIA
Local cable channels and FM radios also played a role in
promoting the Illavattam carnival and reaching out to the
larger public about the carnival and its objectives. A total of
56 news/programmes appeared in the electronic media.

Aakash TV, Namakkal: This local cable channel, provided
an entire one hour slot, which not only carried the inaugural function but also the voices of the district officials,
DAPCU representatives and young people

Suryan FM, Madurai: A one hour live programme called
"Oor sutralam Vaanga" was used to talk about this carnival.
Usually this programme talks to people about things that
are happening in different parts of the city. During the
Illavattam it was used as an opportunity to involve
DAPCU, NGOs and students who had participated in the
event to shared their views about it.

RTV, Madurai: This local cable channel highlighted the
skills of the transgender community in videography and
how the workshop that was held at American College was
used to reach out to youngsters. It not only provided them
with tips on film making but also helped them to do sensitive films.
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COVERAGE BY TYPE OF MEDIA
English
15%

TV
13%

Radio
2%

Online
1%

Tamil
69%

THEME WISE NEWS CATEGORISATION
Awareness van and
and activities/van
Blood Donation
Disable in Illavatam
District services

22
2
2
4
10

Funding

101

Illavattam

97

Illavattam Inaugural
Illavattam valedictory

31

Need for awareness among youth

32

PLHA participation

2
27

Prevalence/decrease
RRC
SHG

5
2
24

Stigma and Discrimination

26

ANNEXURE I
DISTRICT WISE NEWS COVERAGE FOR ILLAVATTAM
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

District
Tamil
Ariyalur
Chennai
Coimbatore
Dharmapuri
Dindigul
Erode
Kanyakumari
Karur
Krishnagiri
Madurai
Nagapattinam
Namakkal
Niligiris
Perambalur
Ramanathapuram
Salem
Sivagangai
Thanjavur
Thoothukudi
Tiruvallur
Tiruvarur
Tirunelveli
Tirupur
Trichy
Vellore
Virudhunagar
Total

PRINT
English TV
8
9
22
9
7
11
7
3
8
19
2
13
8
6
7
30
6
1
3
1
3
18
4
22
15
7
249

3
7
11
—
1
3
—
—
1
4
—
—
—
—
5
7
—
—
1
—
—
4
2
3
2
—
53
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ELECTRONIC
Radio
Online
—
3
10
3
4
1
—
—
—
3
—
4
4
—

—
4
4
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
—
—
—
—

5
—
—
—
—
—
6
—
4
—
—
47

1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
3
—
—
9

Total
11
23
47
12
12
15
7
3
9
27
2
17
12
6
12
43
6
1
4
1
3
28
6
32
17
7
4,363

WINNERS LIST
S.No Competition

1st Prize

2nd Prize

3rd Prize

1

Solo Light Music

Loyola College-Jagadish

MOP-H.Ranjani

Madurai Kamaraj
University-S.Senthilingam

2

Western Music

Ranipet Institute of
Technology-John Cyril

A.N.Jain CollegeG.Babu

Vivekanandha CollegeBhavan

3

Western Dance

New college team

Presidency college

Stella Maris

4

Folk Song

Gandhigram Rural
University- Dindigul Team

Bharathiar university Arts
and Science, college -Gudalur,
The Nilgiris Team

Madurai Kamaraj
University Team

5

Fashion Show-Girls

Stanley Medical CollegeAnn Mary Mathews

Tagore Engineering CollegeNeelu Aishwarya

NA

6

Fashion Show- Boys

Stanely Medical CollegeGanesh Ram

St. Joseph College of
Engineering-Bharath

NA

Stanley Medical CollegeAnn Mary Mathews

NA

NA

7

Best Personality-Girls

8

Best personality- Boys

Stanely Medical college-Amit

NA

NA

9

Best Ramp walk-Girls

Tagore Engineering CollegeS.Rajashree

NA

NA

St.Joseph College of
Engineering-Bharath

NA

NA

Madras School of social
work team

NA

NA

10
11

Best Ramp Walk-Boys
Rangoli

12

Oratory

Selvam College of
Technology-R.Surya Prakash

Sri Sevagan Annamalai
College-Devakottai-V.Prabha

Cauvery Women's college,
Trichy-J. Girija

13

Mimicry

St.Joseph College, TrichyHonest Raj

CSI Bishop Appasamy
college-K.Vinod Kumar

Jayaram College of
Eng & Technology- P.Suman

14

Solo Dance

New college- Raja Raajan

Rajiv Gandhi CollegeAvanthika Ram

Annamalai UniversityDharitri Roy

15

Mehndi

C. S. I. Ewart Women’s Christian
College-T.Kalai Mani

C. S. I. Ewart Women's
Christian College-P.Punitha

Madras School of
Social Work-Jenisis M.Shiya

16

Drawing

Government College of Fine
Arts-chennai-E.Manikandan

Erode Senguthar Eng
college-P.Hurisha Barvin

Gandhigram Rural
Institute-Harish Kumar

17

Short film

Mr. Gopi -American
College Madurai

Mr.Viswa -Bishop Appasamy
College-Coimbatore

MR.Jayachandra HashmiLoyola College

18

Photography

P. C. PrabhakaranHindustan College

Mr. Umapathy

Mr.Philip Jacob
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